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“STRATEGIC RGBG MODEL”
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF URBAN SPACE
Ir. Peter G. de Bois, Associate Professor Urban Design & Ir. Karen A. Buurmans MSc Urban Design
Delft University of Technology
Faculty of Architecture, Urbanism and Building Sciences
P.O. Box 5043 2600GA, Delft, Netherlands, *Email- P.G.deBois@tudelft.nl
ABSTRACT: The “Strategic RGBG model”, is a dynamic design and analyses scenario instrument,
strongly based on topological knowledge, cognitive data and mental mapping. It is useful en effective in
the urban/environmental context of transformation, innovation, and exploration. It makes
communication possible in a complex interactive and intuitive situation. It visualise programmatic
potentials and physical relations in a conceptual way.
1. THE METHOD
1.1 Expertise and strategy
This method is as much an analysis method as a strategy to coordinate inventarisation, integrate large
quantities of different types of data and produce a coherent overview of complex and/or conflicting
statements. Key to the method is a consistent legenda of lines & relations, functional anchor points &
places and characteristic areas according to the themes Red (built programme, dwelling), Green
(landscape, nature, recreation), Blue (water) & Grey (infrastructure) and visualisation by means of
transparent layers.
The RGBG method can thus be used to (1) evaluate and compare plans and concepts, create an a
posteriori overview of critical interventions, through abstracting those plans according to the key; (2)
coordinate the inventarisation an analysis phase by setting tasks, visualising and integrating the results
and produce ex ante concepts, design starting points and (3) guide communication between different,
possibly conflicting parties involved in the planning process by visualising their viewpoints, overlaps
and problems. The method is quite suitable for organising workshops, because it can reach a
considerable width and depth with limited means in a short amount of time whilst generating fast
conceptual results. Data input can be factual, conceptual or design related, as long as a consistent
legenda is used. Its particular value lies in the peculiarity that information is abstracted and represented
in transparent layers. Degree of saturation thus instantly indicates what elements, relationships and
interventions are considered relevant by different participants, the layering gives a clue as to their
correlation. Ideas that are somehow unlikely, improbable or generally unsupported will be noted but
they will "fade out" in comparison to other ideas. Another important aspect is that participants do not
need broad knowledge about the entire subject or area, because their specialist viewpoints are
supplemented by the knowledge of others. Finally, the method is dynamic in the sense that it allows
tweaking and fine-tuning through adding data acquired over time. Basically, the more participants over
time and the greater their variety of viewpoints the better coverage will be reached and the higher the
resolution.
The RGBG method distinguishes itself from other analysis methods in that it tries to bridge the gap
between inventarisation and interpretation. It fluently extends the analysis procedure into the design
phase because its data processing, legenda conversion and layering incorporate abstraction and
conceptualisation and visualise correlations, complexities and conflicts that otherwise be easily
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overlooked. The method can be applied on practical all levels of scale from national and regional to the
urban although on the lower levels (R ≤ 3) programmatic refinement can be desirable.
1.2 The cognitive map in a new perspective
Ask several people to denote their user activities in their town of residence onto a topographical chart
and a picture will emerge of what this specific group considers essential within the physical-spatial
system of the town in casu. This is what a cognitive map intends; it is a research method through which
the perceptions of a large population are gathered and abstracted into a key notion of the questioned
territory. Insight can thus be obtained into (1) the physical system, i.e. lines of movement and areas,
objects and places of destination; (2) population behaviour, i.e. information processing, identification,
priorities and efficiency; and (3) corresponding universally applicable principles of orientation.
Use of public urban space is not free of value. Although, in principle, public domain is universally
accessible, it is not utilised to the same extent by the entire population. Differences not only occur due to
functional distinction, but also, and perhaps primarily, due to differences in social status and
accessibility in psychological sense. In addition to the previously mentioned elements, a cognitive map
thus also visualises: (4) social relationships between distinctive sections of the population; (5) areas
and/or objects that tend to isolation; (6) features of social and spatial hierarchy;
and (7) physical-spatial
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elements and/or objects that are or may become strategically important. This aspect - the compilation
of multiple individual viewpoints into a single coherent image - is also of great of interest with regard to
plan analysis. Naturally, asking a group of (urban) designers to review a specific area will not produce
an outcome similar to the cognitive map of the inhabitants of that same area, but nonetheless: an image
of the questioned territory will emerge. Though, instead of visualising daily use etc. this image will
likely reflect the transformation potential of the region. After all, transformation (in its broadest sense)
is arguably the primary occupation of designers and planners.
1.3 Design analysis as a strategic tool
But plan elaboration and presentation primarily emphasize the “form” component of the designs in casu.
Reducing those “form” proposals to their structural characteristics by means of retrospective processing,
might result in a coherent pallet of ideas and interventions corresponding to originally underlying
motives. A collection of seemingly incompatible individual elaborations can thus be projected into a
single diagram, consequently producing an overview of specific elements, lines and areas that are of
strategic significance. Cognition and (re)confirmation of specific topological qualities within the
existing urban structure. Its multi-layered, dynamic and structural approach provides insight in both the
current situation and generates (long term) strategic design visions regarding contemporary public space.
Plans, ideas, concepts and all other kinds of input are being reduced to key aspects of RED (building,
dwelling), GREEN (landscape, recreation, natural environment), BLUE (water) & GREY
(infrastructure). Superpositioned, the layers highlight the pattern of places, functions, destinations and
landmarks and indicate the - both existing and absent - circuits which tie them together into a
topological system. Based on the assumption that a complete and healthy urban frame compiles flows
and social encounters into meaningful and productive public spaces [A. a-mazing environment - or
“How We Know Where We Are Going” - preliminary research into the structural and psychological
aspects of “The Labyrinth”], the method thus generates the motives for a more effective and conditional
policy with regard to location, assignment, design and maintenance. Because the method enables
optimisation and visualisation of individual themes without dragging all other aspects along,
combinations and options emerge that would otherwise seem highly unlikely.
Because of the uniform key it also enables the input, however partial, of all different kind of people and
experts. The “resolution” of the resulting image increases with the quantity and diversity of input it
compiles. And equally important: it is dynamic in the sense that it can incorporate a multitude of
1

amongst others: Lynch, Kevin. The Image of the city. MIT / Harvard College Press, 1960.
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viewpoints and ideology over an indefinite period of time. The resulting topological scheme is therefore
a highly viable addition (perhaps even an alternative?) to traditional structure planning and a suitable
intermediate to bridge the widening gap between public and private interest. The many formal occasions
at which we have recently been asked to present this method and the interest shown by municipalities
and provinces to incorporate its results in their planning policies indeed seem to prove its value with
regard to its practical application.
1.4 Publications
The development of the RGBG Strategic Model / Scenario Analysis and Design Method up to its current
level of operation has taken several years. It started in 2000 with the retrospective processing of some 15
urban design on behalf of the town of Bergen of Zoom (September/October 2000) 2. A large number of
urban designs made for the city of Tiel (March/April 2001 & September/October 2001) 3 demanded a
more methodical approach including a more standardised key to symbols. Again the results were
extremely promising. Converting the data into -Adobe Illustrator ®- layers meant a gigantic step
forward. It greatly enhanced the resolution of the resulting image and added the possibility of
transparency which literally visualised the sought after overlap. Furthermore, de degree of saturation
gave a clue as to the number of times a certain intervention or object was “hit”, indicating its strategic
significance.4
1.5 The concept as a generator
Atelier Almere (www.atelieralmere.nl) was the first attempt to putting concepts rather than fully-fledged
plans to the test. In all, a total of four workshops have been organised covering the entire theme and
territory of the city of Almere: (1) the pains and potential of the existing city; (2) the “four faces” of
Almere; (3) the internal “urban / landscape gradient” and (4) the surrounding waters of Flevoland “Fig
1&2” (Markermeer, IJmeer, Randmeren) 5. At these workshops students, teachers (from both Delft
University of Technology and Wageningen University and in the final workshop also Universität
Stuttgart Städtebau Institut) and “professionals” from Almere worked together producing an unequalled
flow of conceptual data. This last project was commissioned by a consortium of organisations concerned
with the spatial and programmatic planning of the province of Flevoland. Occasion was the by
governmental authority ordered reconsideration of the “Omgevingsplan Flevoland” (Flevoland
Environmental Programme) 6.
Because the RGBG model does not shun complexity -- one might even say that visualing this complexity is one of
its main aims -- or discards any individual extreme option beforehand, the RGBG model clearly shows its value
with regard to integration of multiple viewpoints. Furthermore, because “completeness” is not tied to input but as a
result tied to output its assets as a communicative device between different parties are astounding!
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organised by Atelier Almere on behalf of a seminar d.d. 8 of July 2005 where is was presented together with three other entries: (a) Wouter van Dieren Een visie op de
ontwikkeling van het IJsselmeergebied (IMSA Amsterdam, an independent consultancy agency on sustainability & innovation / Club of Rome / World Academy of Art and
Science / etc.); (b) John Palmesino Een visie op de ontwikkeling van het Markermeergebied (ETH Studio Basel, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology / Multiplicity, a research
bureau in the field of territorial transformation / Harvard University School of Design); (c) Maurits de Hoog Een visie op de ontwikkeling van het IJmeergebied (Dienst
Ruimtelijke Ordening of the Municipality of Amsterdam) [for a full report on the seminarpresentations see: http://www.kvk.nl/artikel/artikel.asp?artikelID=51867].

